More flavors of open access

Any way you slice it, the ACS Open Access Initiatives are a pretty sweet deal for authors, readers, and libraries.
Learn about the five pillars of the ACS Open Access Initiative

**ACS AuthorChoice**
(pubs.acs.org/authorchoice)

Publish open access with a full menu of options from ACS. ACS AuthorChoice provides authors flexible options that acknowledge funders’ open access requirements, and enables authors to purchase open access immediately or 12 months after publication. Add a Creative Commons license (CC-BY or CC-BY-NC-ND). All licenses include ACS Certified Deposit into the repository of the author’s choosing.

**ACS Editors’ Choice**
(pubs.acs.org/editorschoice)

Enjoy a fresh and free slice of new research every day, hand-picked by ACS editors. All Editors’ Choice articles are sponsored by ACS and remain open for all to access and read. Articles originate from across all ACS Journals and feature research from leading scientists across the globe.

**ACS Author Rewards**
(pubs.acs.org/authorrewards)

This open access stimulus program provides the research community with potential savings on the order of $60 million. For each ACS article published in 2014, the corresponding author received $1,500 in ACS Author Rewards credits, which can be used toward any ACS open access option. Credits must be used by December 31, 2017. Note that credits can be applied to make previously published articles open access.

**ACS Central Science**
(pubs.acs.org/acscentralscience)

Introduced in 2015, ACS Central Science is a highly selective, fully open access journal publishing compelling, multidisciplinary research. No fees to authors. Free for all to read. Renowned scientist and Editor-in-chief Carolyn R. Bertozzi leads an international editorial board of researchers from a broad range of disciplines, giving your manuscript the special attention it deserves.

**ACS Omega**
(pubs.acs.org/acsomega)

ACS Omega is an open access, multidisciplinary, peer-reviewed journal with fast publication and competitive author publishing charges. Authors benefit from having their important research results published rapidly and distributed to the global scientific community.

**Why publish open access with ACS?**

ACS has designed flexible and cost-effective options to enable authors to meet evolving funder requirements. To understand these options, ACS has provided the following resources to assist authors and librarians/information specialists:

- A 3-step workflow guide that helps authors choose the best ACS open access option.
- Funder-specific guides to help authors select the best ACS open access option.
- And more!

**Who benefits from ACS Open Access?**

- **Authors**: Authors have easy and affordable options to meet open access requirements with ACS AuthorChoice, ACS Certified Deposit, and ACS Author Rewards.
- **Librarians and Information Specialists**: Librarians can easily track usage of open access articles using COUNTER reporting in InfoCentral (pubs.acs.org/4librarians). Note: Usage of open access articles is not included when calculating an institution’s pricing.

Visit acsopenaccess.org to learn more about ACS Open Access.